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tag[s]: housing combat/militia, existence militia/combat, forced abortion theories, and I’m pregnant due 

in like six years?  

 

 

It starts to generate its own worth throughout time; and you own what it generates and-or you own a 

stake in what it generates. At the time you are born; you now own a stake of and-or own the worth of 

your future work in some portion; and that portion of your work is already complete in the future [at the 

time of your birth inheritance or not you are no longer poor as a baby.]  

   A few years ago, it was too obnoxious for me to tell the greedy jews collecting the rent; that my 

original family own this; and likely don’t want or need me to write a rent check.  

It’s funny because I didn’t give them much thought th[a]n;  

I was deployed here in my home country as most operatives are; even when in a foreign land doing 

possibly additional deployments; and in a hint of quantum physics: maybe this is linked in time mutation 

before I knew them back in time like before I was born.  
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  I was thinking then that all the money I was spending on rent was/would be just better invested in the 

young  

As most people I wasn’t home very much then ; because I then worked outside of the home; and my 

home was a crash-pad where I spent most hours recovering then from my bizarre work hours …  

   I of course didn’t want any children; but even at some reduced police discount rent that was provided 

through my job then without the greedy [jewish] neighbors I think being aware; it’s one funny thing 

because my original family [ who I didn’t give much thought then those of the older generation because 

of my deployment enmeshments and let’s just be honest their severity] is culturally among other things 

the ‘real version’ Hasidic jewish; [I doubt that would hurt their feelings; they’d probably just be proud] 

I think I remember that. {is this a joke? See mind channels} 

 

But my intention was pretty strong; I was hardly ever home; me and my dog could have slept, showered, 

and change-d somewhere else.  

 

  The rent money of years, and years before could have gone to a next generation of children a-or young; 

even their resources; and or to other supernatural causes!    … 

 

[Mouse horses] Most houses look like mirrors; and the obvious melodrama would be like one of my 

favorite poems mirrors can be I guess lines of connection to personal and-or external societal 

development or society’s development 

They kind of splurge out of the ground and-or into reality much like a baby’s birth; I suppose we don’t 

usually want to part with housing; that it’s almost non-disciplined-ly more convenient to have and use it, 

ourselves: because our good-ness doesn’t want 

 babies to die.   

  But perhaps staying with a house, and or housing isn’t the best translation of … a child, children’s 

development; rather the house is a;  forced into birth?  

Mirror tied precariously into our reality; it might want to be hung [used] differently; and … it might even 

want to move.  

   It seems part of the point is helping houses/ housing recover from disability; and the easiest way 

would be extensions in any of the traditional to our reality directions: (--- --- --- --- --- --- ---- X -  

/\ | y 
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Then the 

House  

Would have 

Climbed  

To that  

Extent 

And  

What if 

Buildings that were 

Housing started out already extended;  

Wouldn’t they be considered by  

The level of extension as already 

Non-disabled; I  

Hardly imagine this definition  

Of disability would be a regular  

One for humans; perhaps an irregular one. 

 

   In quick working preferences: 

If I had to re-construct housing  

Using the same needs; that seem enlightened because on this sphere 
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They don’t go away: I’d have a fully covered [yes with a hint of at least air] external bathroom; an 

outside kitchen with some roof-[ing]; an outside covered sleeping room; and only an inside office and-or 

living room.  

theme: wouldn’t the food be cold as soon as it started to cook? Well, … 

Temperature control  

   But I’d still have a lock-key with the open-roof area [impossible] or very difficult to jump into.  

Primary sources, cited: my childhood inventions and Coldwell banker from cited: palo alto weekly, 3, 23, 

18  

Part two. How do you become a cloud, in at least a virtual way.  

tag[s]:  metaphysical climbers, lower heaven establishment definitions, art theory, computer science 

theory  

How to become a cloud. a paragraph is it from one of the recent postings is or can be shaped like a 

cloud. How else might it is it like a cloud.  … 

  Create a paragraph [shaped like a cloud] with an explanation and or description of you and or else 

someone that you want to be in cloud: entropy: and then virtually rise it above to “regular cloud” level 

at some place. Check [when it’s out] the next cited: soul pieces; for the heavenly regular height version;  

and or heaven: entropy [cloud or such] and review from my synchronized lecture.  

 

Cloud: entropy as a game almost  

Parameters: [infinity regurgitating -y, infinity regurgitating y, null x, null x]  

                  A wizard likes to code is really ethical with math; which is the same as letters and 

Hides a poof of smoke under its non-limbs; the poof always smells like something you can’t quite place 

Flowers, candle wax, cigarettes, or soap and some liquid: tea, … the fervent appearance of mental illness 

is in this case vase not; a cracking of prayer which is of course a coarse almost forgetful chanting against 

every memory it usually places first …  or zero when that is pre-amble  

theme: cloud shapes and first grade reviews 

theme music citation: sarah Brightman eden  

 

Part three. The Book report, continued 
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p.130  please connect to fish article that you, goura saw on 11.3.17 

p. 156 in a counseling strategy, perhaps: stop or pause the dating process for a-while to ask the main 

character to outline reasonable reasons for desiring marriage or romantic union  

 

book report diagram-  

tag[s]: ,,, book reports like 5th grade, and finally! again: basic mind channels  

   … 

p.7 

“puppy” is of “surgery” but not in the way you think (likely) more like connected to un-reliability of 

“surgery” and the un-sighted  

cited: danger zone  

theme music citation: danger zone 

 un-reliability of  

“surgery” can  

Cause a forever in heath I mean health issues; perhaps cited: heath, and then the reverse arrow: below, 

  … heath  

so “surgery”  

= no cure  ,  

conditions  

 

                        __________________________________________________- 

                         Art should look 

like this: … AHG! 

I’m going  

to the 

doctor; 
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… but I suppose  

It’s obviously important 

Who r that doctor[s]. 

 

theme citation connection: [did it used to be] … doctors 

 

cted: Mennonite in a little black dress, Rhoda Janzen  

 


